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Who is involved in making this decision? Who is at the table right now making this
decision? Do you consider race within this decision?
Are we representing dimensions of diversity beyond race (gender, class, sexuality, gender
identity, culture, age, ability, immigration status, income, etc.)?
Do you have biases?
What institutional power within the organization do we have? What powers do we not
have? 

How will the decision of this group address equity in our system?
What evaluation tools and measures do we need to determine the impacts of our decision?
What are potential challenges and unexpected blind spots?

Results from decision:
Did you/group succeed in addressing equity? How do you know? 
List or discuss any unexpected obstacles?
How have we invited authentic feedback on our process and outcomes from those who
were most impacted? 
What other takeaways will  you use in the next decision that needs to be made? 

The purpose of this tool is to engage all stakeholders involved in the Winlock School District,
understand, think critically and address equity as it relates to impacting choices in instruction,
programs, funding, educational experiences and policy. All members of the Winlock School
district should strive to ensure equitable practices throughout our students overall experience in
their K - 12 education. We encourage the application of this tool when making decisions that
impact all members of the school community. 

When making decisions that impact all members of the school community, please begin with the
following segments to provide a well rounded and thought out decision. Each segment is
designed to provide perspective on various potential equity inequalities. 

Segment 1: Reflection on who YOU are, as part of the decision making team and do you have any
biases?

a.

b.

c.
d.

Segment 2: Who is affected by the decision? 
 

Segment 3: What are the impacts of these decisions?
a.
b.
c.

Reflection Questions after the decision has been made.
1.

a.
b.
c.

d.
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